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Safety Certification Offered
OSHA 10 Hour Safety
With the transition to an online
learning environment, several
ACC courses made the choice
to add an extra industry
certification to their curricula.
The courses of CAD Drafting,
Culinary Arts, Building Trades,
Machine Technology, and
Welding all added an OSHA
10 Hour Safety certification to
their learning requirements.
Careersafeonline.com is the
provider of the curricula.

Content

Certification

Within the curricula, students
are given instruction in general
aspects of safety as well as
focused units of instruction for
their respective Programs of
Study. In general, students
will learn such topics as how to
avoid electrocution hazards,
proper communication of
hazardous situations, proper
handling and storage of
materials, as well as topics
specific to their area of study.

To receive their OSHA issued
10 Hour Safety Card, students
will study and pass unit tests
(as well as a comprehensive
test) in each of the areas of
study. To pass a student must
achieve a 70% or better on
each assessment. If you and
your school are interested in
this training you can get more
information at
www.careersafeonline.com or
contact the SRAVTE office.

LPACC BACK TO SCHOOL CAR
SHOW

On Sunday, September 27th Mr. Mike Fisher,
the ACC Automotive Instructor successfully
put on his annual car show. Almost 70 cars
participated and approximately $400 was
raised for the program. Congratulations Mr.
Fisher.
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Machine Technology Upgrade
Within the past three years the machine Technology class at the ACC
has seen a number of significant upgrades. Most importantly, due to the
hard work of instructor Matt Lee the curriculum has grown to incorporate
the ability for students to earn their CPT (Certified Production
Technician) certificate through IVCC. This certificate is a gateway for a
large number of high paying jobs in the Illinois Valley Area. In addition
to the curriculum upgrades, Mr. Lee has been the recipient of a generous
donation from the HAAS foundation. The grant from HAAS has paid for
his students to take and earn the CPT credentialing. Lastly, as part of
continuing improvements; the Machine Technology class has added
significant improvements in the way of equipment. The equipment has
come from both donations and purchases.
Below(left) A new Lathe purchased for the Machine Technology class at the ACC. The new lathe
joins two new mills(right) that were donated two years ago. Safety is a huge aspect of the
technology upgrades. The new lathe has redundant emergency stops that can be activated by
hand or foot.

Student of the Month
Maxwell Ruppert—La Salle Peru HS
AUTOMOTIVE AND FIRE SCIENCE
The current state of instruction, due to the pandemic, has at many times
hampered student initiative. Maxwell Ruppert is an exception to that rule.
Showing both perfect attendance and exceptional performance, Maxwell has
excelled in both of his ACC classes. He has maintained a solid 98 and 99 percent
average respectively in both classes. Additionally, he has availed himself of the
small group in person instruction offered in the afternoons and has volunteered
his free time to work at the ACC Back to School Car Show. Maxwell exemplifies
the spirit of the ACC and we congratulate him in his success!

CNA Class Will Meet ( In Person) November 16th , 17th, and 18th
for CPR Certification Training
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